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Abstract—Phasor measurement units (PMU) rely on an ac-
curate time-synchronization to phase-align the phasors and
timestamp the voltage and current phasor measurements. Among
the symmetrical components computed from the phasors in
three-phase systems, the standard practice only uses the direct-
sequence component for state estimation and bad data detection
(BDD). Time-synchronization attacks (TSAs) can compromise
the measured phasors and can, thus, significantly alter the state
estimate in a manner that is undetectable by widely used power-
system BDD algorithms. In this paper we investigate the potential
of utilizing the three-phase model instead of the direct-sequence
model for mitigating the vulnerability of state estimation to
undetectable TSAs. We show analytically that if the power
system is unbalanced then the use of the three-phase model as
input to BDD algorithms enables to detect attacks that would
be undetectable if only the direct-sequence model was used.
Simulations performed on the IEEE 39-bus benchmark using real
load profiles recorded on the grid of the city of Lausanne confirm
our analytical results. Our results provide a new argument for
the adoption of three-phase models for BDD, as their use is a
simple, yet effective measure for reducing the vulnerability of
PMU measurements to TSAs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) constitute a key en-

abling technology for present and future power systems op-

eration and control. Due to the high reporting rate supported

by PMUs, usually in the range of tens of measurements per

second, the situational awareness required by many smart

grid applications can be improved. Such applications include

power-oscillation monitoring [1], phase-angle monitoring [2],

power-system linear state-estimation (LSE) [3], and protection

and fault localization [4]. However, PMUs require precise

time-synchronization over large geographical areas. To achieve

time synchronization for PMUs, space-based time synchro-

nization is typically used, where the precise time information

is acquired through GPS satellites. An alternative solution is

network-based time synchronization in which time information

is transmitted through a network infrastructure from a master
node, which is connected to an accurate time source and to

several slave nodes, which could be the PMUs. The most

widespread network-based time synchronization protocol is

the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [5] with its latest version

PTPv2.1 published in 2020.
Nonetheless, both time-synchronization sources for PMUs

have been shown to have vulnerabilites that could be exploited

to perform time-synchronization attacks (TSAs) against mul-

tiple PMUs [6]. Civilian GPS signals are unauthenticated and

thus vulnerable to spoofing attacks [7] [8], as an attacker can

alter the time references sent by the GPS satellites to a PMU

receiver. Similarly, PTP time references can be manipulated

by modifying the synchronization messages after compromis-

ing software [9], or by physically introducing delays in the

propagation of synchronization messages via the insertion of

a delay box [10]. TSAs can have a devastating impact on

many smart grid applications [11] [12] (e.g., phase angle

monitoring, anti-islanding protection, and power oscillation

damping), and thus they pose a serious threat to the security

and reliability of power systems. Therefore, the detection and

mitigation of TSAs is of utmost importance for power-system

operators. Importantly, the existence of a TSA is hard to detect

unless the TSA affects the system in a non-plausible way.

In addition, TSAs are also a major threat to the security

and reliability of other time-sensitive sensor-networks such

as networks for mobile-source localization [13] or industrial

collaborative robots [14].

In response to the severe threat of TSAs to power net-

works, many recent works have considered the problem of

either mitigating or detecting TSAs. For space-based time

synchronization, [15] proposes the detection of GPS spoofing

by monitoring the carrier-to-noise-ratio of the GPS signal.

For network-based time synchronization, [16] proposes the

introduction of “guard clocks” in a PTP network to detect

TSAs. An alternative approach for the detection of TSAs

against PMUs, proposed in [17], relies on monitoring the

correlation between adjustments made to the PMU clock

frequency and changes in the phase angles measured by the

PMU. Other works focus on the problem of mitigating TSAs.

For example, [18] proposed authenticating GPS messages

for mitigating GPS spoofing attacks against power systems.

Similarly, the most recent standard of PTP (i.e., PTPv2.1) in-

cludes optional message authentication [9] in order to prevent

the spoofing of PTP synchronization messages. However, the

aforementioned works on detecting and mitigating TSAs either

require hardware or software modifications to the PMUs, or

propose the introduction of new network devices. Moreover,

message authentication is not enough to detect advanced delay

manipulations through delay-box insertion or through software

compromise.

A promising alternative for detecting TSAs is to combine

LSE with Bad Data Detection (BDD) schemes. Using the mea-

surement residuals obtained with the weighted-least squares

(WLS) state-estimator or the least-squares (LS) state-estimator,

the BDD schemes are intended to detect the presence of

erroneous or suspicious measurement data. State estimation

can be performed using various models of the power system,

including the direct-sequence model, the complete-sequence

model and the three-phase model [19]. The relationship be-

tween the different models is discussed in Section II, and
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we refer the reader to [20] for additional details on sym-

metrical components. However, due to unbalanced loads and

untransposed transmission lines, a direct-sequence equivalent

of the three-phase system will often be inaccurate, especially

in distribution grids [21]. Therefore, a large body of research

works has focused on developing accurate and efficient three-

phase state estimators. Authors in [22] demonstrated the

accuracy gain achieved through considering the three-phase

model of a power system, using a hybrid state-estimator that

utilizes both SCADA measurements and PMU measurements.

Authors in [21] and [23] evaluated the robustness of three-

phase state estimators to various sources of uncertainty in

distribution grids. More recent works focus on creating a three-

phase state estimator that relies only on PMU measurements.

Authors in [24] present a real implementation of a three-phase

linear state estimator that is only based on PMU measure-

ments. Moreover, [25] considers the problem of finding an

optimal placement of PMUs in a power system to achieve full

observability in three-phase distribution grids. Their solution

aims at minimizing the number of deployed PMUs, while

maximizing state estimation accuracy. Authors in [26] focus

on the computational efficiency of three-phase state estimators,

by using modal transformation to leverage the linearity of the

state estimation process when only PMUs are used. Lately,

motivated by advances in machine learning, [27] proposes

using artificial neural networks for three-phase state estimation

on sparse PMU measurements, instead of the traditional WLS

estimation, and finds that the estimator achieves high esti-

mation accuracy while meeting real-time requirements. Yet,

the majority of power-system operators today perform state

estimation based on the direct-sequence model despite the

advantages of three-phase state estimation, due to the lack of

reliable three-phase grid component models, and due to the

higher computational burden.

Unfortunately, recent work has shown that it is possible

for an attacker to construct a TSA that can bypass the

BDD schemes when using the direct-sequence model for state

estimation, and, importantly, such undetectable TSAs were

shown to have significant impact on the estimated power-

flows on transmission lines [28]. The feasibility of such unde-

tectable TSAs was also shown under practical implementation

constraints [29], including an undetectable-attack strategy that

requires no more than three vulnerable PMUs to be targeted

simultaneously. General vulnerability conditions for mounting

an undetectable TSA against vulnerable sites were provided

in [30] and authors in [30] also showed that the grid can be

secured by modifying the PMU allocation and by increasing

the number of deployed PMUs. Although this measure does

not require any changes to the hardware or to the software

of deployed PMUs, it requires the introduction of additional

measurement devices, which incurs increased cost. As an

alternative, authors in [31] proposed to mitigate undetectable

TSAs by upgrading network components to secure PTP at

minimum cost.

In this work, we assess the benefits of using a three-phase

state estimator as a simple tool to improve the detection of

TSAs. Our proposal makes use of the three-phase measure-

ments that should already be available to the control center of

a power system. Note that the proposed approach is applicable

irrespective of the method used by the attacker for compro-

mising time synchronization. We make two important contri-

butions. First, we provide an analytical characterization of the

vulnerability of three-phase state estimation compared to state

estimation based on a direct-sequence model. We show that

in a balanced three-phase system the vulnerability conditions

in the three-phase and in the direct-sequence representations

are equivalent. However, if the system is unbalanced, we

show that vulnerability in the direct-sequence representation

does not imply vulnerability in the three-phase representation.

These results indicate that three-phase state estimation is more

resilient to TSAs. In practice, our findings imply that the use

of the three-phase model improves the detectability of TSAs

in unbalanced power systems (e.g., distribution systems). In

contrast, when employed in balanced or nearly balanced

systems (e.g., most transmission systems), a three-phase state

estimator offers negligible advantages compared to a direct-

sequence state estimator for detecting TSAs. Second, we

provide empirical evidence that confirms the superiority of

three-phase state estimation in detecting TSAs using extensive

simulations on the IEEE 39-bus benchmark using real load

profiles measured by PMUs installed on the 125 kV sub-

transmission power grid of the city of Lausanne [32; 33].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the models considered for three-phase state estimation

and for TSAs. Section III shows analytically that when the

system has unbalances, the three-phase state estimator is more

resilient to TSAs than the direct-sequence state estimator.

Section IV presents extensive simulations confirming our

analytical results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM AND ATTACK MODELS

We adapt the system model from [30] to three-phase sys-

tems, both in complex form and in rectangular coordinates. As

explained in Section III, the former is used for the analysis

of exact vulnerability conditions and the latter is used to

measure the distance to vulnerability of sites that are not

exactly vulnerable. We then introduce the attack model.

A. System Model in Complex Form

We consider a three-phase system with a total of n buses and

3m phasor measurements measured by PMUs. The complex

measurement vector zabc ∈ C
3m is linearly linked to the

state vector xabc ∈ C
3n via the complex measurement-to-state

matrix Habc ∈ C
3m×3n as

zabc = Habcxabc + eabc, (1)

where eabc ∈ C
3m is the complex measurement er-

ror. The LS estimate of the system’s state is x̂abc =
((Habc)

†Habc)
−1(Habc)

†zabc, where † denotes the conjugate

transpose. The difference rabc between the estimated measure-

ment vector ẑabc = Habcx̂abc and the observed measurement

vector zabc is called the residual vector. The residual can be

computed as rabc = Fabczabc, where the 3m × 3m complex

matrix Fabc = Habc((Habc)
†Habc)

−1(Habc)
† − Id is called

the LS verification matrix, and where Id is the 3m × 3m
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identity matrix. The transformation of the three-phase complex

variables into their complex complete-sequence counterparts is

explained in [26]. We present the corresponding transforma-

tions in rectangular coordinates in Section II-B. Specifically,

the three-phase measurement vector can be transformed into

its complete-sequence model counterpart as z012 = TZzabc,

where TZ is the 3m × 3m block diagonal matrix that has

along its diagonal the 3× 3 sequence transformation matrix

T =
1

3

⎡
⎣1 1 1

1 e
2jπ
3 e

−2jπ
3

1 e
−2jπ

3 e
2jπ
3

⎤
⎦ .

Similarly, the three-phase state vector can be transformed into

its complete-sequence model counterpart as x012 = T−1
X xabc,

where TX is the 3n × 3n block diagonal matrix that has

along its diagonal the 3 × 3 inverse sequence transformation

matrix T−1 = 3T †, note that T is non-singular and therefore

invertible. The measurement-to-state matrix in the complete-

sequence model is obtained as H012 = TZHabcTX and Eq.(1)

in the complete-sequence model becomes

z012 = H012x012 + e012,

where e012 = T−1
X eabc is the complete-sequence measurement

error. The verification matrix in the complete-sequence model

is F012 = H012((H012)
†H012)

−1(H012)
† − Id. The following

lemma shows the relation between the verification matrix in

the three-phase model and in the complete-sequence model.

Lemma 1. F012 = TZFabcT
−1
Z .

Proof. We use the fact that 3T †
Z = T−1

Z .

F012 = H012(H
†
012H012)

−1H†
012 − Id

= TZHabcTX(T †
XH†

abcT
†
ZTZHabcTX)−1T †

XH†
abcT

†
Z − Id

= 3TZHabcTX(T †
XH†

abcHabcTX)−1T †
XH†

abcT
†
Z − Id

= 3TZHabcTXT−1
X (H†

abcHabc)
−1(T †

X)−1T †
XH†

abcT
†
Z − Id

= 3TZHabc(H
†
abcHabc)

−1H†
abcT

†
Z − Id

= TZHabc(H
†
abcHabc)

−1H†
abcT

−1
Z − TZT

−1
Z

= TZFabcT
−1
Z .

As mentioned previously, the standard practice only uses the

direct-sequence component for state estimation and BDD. Let

D be the m×3m matrix that selects only the direct-sequence

elements from the complete-sequence model. Specifically, D
is a block diagonal matrix with

[
0 1 0

]
along its diagonal.

Then the direct-sequence residuals are F1z1 = DF012z012.

B. System Model in Rectangular Coordinates

The system model in complex form is a theoretical model

that enables to identify closed-form vulnerability conditions.

However, in practice the system model that is used in mea-

surement systems is in rectangular coordinates. This is due to

the fact that the use of the WLS estimator as state estimator is

widespread and that it is linear over R and not over C, because

the covariance of the error is not linear over C.

We now present an adaptation to three-phase systems

of the system model in rectangular coordinates intro-

duced in [30]. The 6m × 1 real three-phase measure-

ment vector and the 6m × 1 real complete-sequence mea-

surement vector in rectangular coordinates are denoted

by z�,abc =
(

Re(z
[1]
abc), Im(z

[1]
abc), · · · ,Re(z

[3m]
abc ), Im(z

[3m]
abc )

)T
and

z�,012, respectively; z
[1]
abc denotes the measurement of in-

dex 1 of measurement vector zabc. The measurement-to-state

equation becomes z�,abc = H�,abcx�,abc + e�,abc, where

H�,abc ∈ R
6m×6n is the three-phase measurement-to-state

matrix in rectangular coordinates, x�,abc ∈ R
6n is the three-

phase state vector in rectangular coordinates and e�,abc ∈
R

6m is the three-phase measurement error in rectangular

coordinates. The 6m × 6m real WLS verification matrix is

G�,abc = H�,abc(H
T
�,abcC

−1
�,abcH�,abc)

−1HT
�,abcC

−1
�,abc − Id,

where C�,abc is the covariance matrix of the three-phase mea-

surement error in rectangular coordinates. Therefore, the three-

phase WLS residuals in rectangular coordinates are computed

as G�,abcz�,abc.
The three-phase measurement, state and error vectors and

the three-phase measurement-to-state and verification ma-

trices in rectangular coordinates can be transformed into

their complete-sequence model counterparts using the block-

diagonal transformation matrices T�,Z ∈ R
6m×6m and

T�,X ∈ R
6n×6n. T�,Z has the following 6 × 6 matrix along

its diagonal

1

3

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 cos( 2π3 ) − sin( 2π3 ) cos(− 2π

3 ) − sin(− 2π
3 )

0 1 sin( 2π3 ) cos( 2π3 ) sin(− 2π
3 ) cos(− 2π

3 )
1 0 cos(− 2π

3 ) − sin(− 2π
3 ) cos( 2π3 ) − sin( 2π3 )

0 1 sin(− 2π
3 ) cos(− 2π

3 ) sin( 2π3 ) cos( 2π3 )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

and T�,X has its inverse along its diagonal.

For the system model in complex form, the relation be-

tween the matrices in the three-phase and complete-sequence

models becomes H�,012 = T�,ZH�,abcT�,X and C�,012 =
T�,ZC�,abcT

−1
�,Z . The following lemma shows the relation

between the WLS verification matrices in the three-phase and

complete-sequence models.

Lemma 2. G�,012 = T�,ZG�,abcT
−1
�,Z .

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof

of lemma 1. By replacing TT
�,Z = 3T−1

�,Z ,

TT
�,X = 3T−1

�,X and C−1
�,012 = 3T�,ZC

−1
�,abcT

T
�,Z in

G�,012 = H�,012(H
T
�,012C

−1
�,012H�,012)

−1HT
�,012C

−1
�,012−Id,

we obtain G�,012 = T�,ZG�,abcT
−1
�,Z .

As for the complex system model, we denote the direct-

sequence verification matrix and measurement vector in rect-

angular coordinates by G�,1 and z�,1, respectively.

C. Attack Model

We consider an attacker that is able to manipulate the time

reference of K sites, where each site is a group of buses where

PMUs share the same time reference, as defined in [30]. A

manipulation of the time reference of a site by d seconds

induces a phase shift δ = 2πfd rad in the phasors measured

by the PMUs of the attacked site, where f is the voltage

frequency. Let Sk be the set of phasor indices measured at site
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number k. If site k is attacked, then the attacked measurement

vector at site k is zSk

abc
′ = ejδzSk

abc: all the phases are shifted

by δ and the magnitudes are unchanged. The values for other

sites are unchanged:

(z′abc)i =
{

ejδziabc if i ∈ Sk

ziabc otherwise.

Observe that the attacked measurement vector at site k in the

complete-sequence model and in the direct-sequence model

are subject to the same phase shift zSk
012

′ = TZz
Sk

abc
′ =

ejδTZz
Sk

abc = ejδzSk
012 and zSk

1
′ = DzSk

012
′ = ejδDzSk

012 =
ejδzSk

1 .

In order to identify and possibly remove anomalous mea-

surements, state estimation in power grids is generally com-

bined with bad data detection (BDD) algorithms. The most

widely used techniques for BDD rely on the analysis of the

measurement residuals obtained after state estimation, and

are variants of either the largest normalized residual (LNR)

test or the χ2-test. The LNR-test checks the presence of

unusually large residual values and the χ2-test checks that the

distribution of the sum of the residuals is plausible. Therefore,

a TSA that does not modify the residuals is undetected by such

BDD algorithms, which motivates the following definition.

Definition 1. (Undetectable TSA) A TSA against a group
of sites is undetectable under WLS if the residuals are not
changed by the attack, i.e.,

G�,abcΔz�,abc = 0, where Δz�,abc = z′�,abc − z�,abc,

G�,012Δz�,012 = 0, where Δz�,012 = z′�,012 − z�,012,

G�,1Δz�,1 = 0, where Δz�,1 = z′�,1 − z�,1,

depending on the chosen model.

Unfortunately, the computation of the WLS residuals is not

linear over C but is linear over R, whereas the computation

of the LS residuals is linear over C. The following lemma

shows that despite this important difference, the vulnerability

conditions are equivalent.

Lemma 3. Consider the residuals under LS and under WLS,
then

G�,abcz�,abc = 0 ⇐⇒ Fabczabc = 0,

G�,012z�,012 = 0 ⇐⇒ F012z012 = 0,

G�,1z�,1 = 0 ⇐⇒ F1z1 = 0.

Proof. The proof for the direct-sequence model is presented

in [30]. The proofs for the three-phase and complete-sequence

models are analogous to that of the direct-sequence model.

As a consequence, we can perform the vulnerability analysis

of three-phase state estimation using the complex LS verifica-

tion matrix.

III. VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS OF THREE-PHASE

SYSTEMS

In this section, we first show that the vulnerability con-

ditions of a grid in the three-phase and complete-sequence

models are equivalent. We then show that in the presence

of unbalances, the three-phase model of the system is less

vulnerable to undetectable attacks than the direct-sequence

model of the system, and thus a three-phase state estimator is

more recommended for LSE. Finally, we consider the case of

attacks that only slightly modify the residuals, thus potentially

remaining undetected by the BDD mechanisms, and we show

that if the system is balanced then WLS using the direct-

sequence model is at least as vulnerable as WLS using the

complete-sequence model.

A. Exact Vulnerability Analysis

We first show that the vulnerability conditions for a group

of sites are equivalent in the two considered three-dimensional

models, i.e., the three-phase and complete-sequence models.

Second, we show that if a TSA is feasible on a three-

dimensional model of the system, then necessarily the one-

dimensional model (i.e. only the direct sequence) can also be

attacked. These results rely on the following characterization

of the vulnerability conditions in the three-phase and in the

complete-sequence models, for a group of sites S = ∪kSk.

As a shorthand, for an index set S let us denote by FS a

submatrix of F formed by the columns indexed by S.

Lemma 4. Consider the set of measurement indices S, then

FS
012z

S
012 = TZF

S
abcz

S
abc.

Proof. Because TZ and TX are block diagonal matrices with

T and T−1 along their diagonal, respectively, the complete-

sequence model verification matrix has the following structure

F012 =

⎡
⎢⎣ TF

[1:3,1:3]
abc T−1 · · · TF

[1:3,3m−3:3m]
abc T−1

...
...

TF
[3m−3:3m,1:3]
abc T−1 · · · TF

[3m−3:3m,3m−3:3m]
abc T−1

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Hence, FS
012 = TZF

S
abc(T

−1
Z )S . Similarly, we can write zS012 =

TS
Z zSabc and we obtain

FS
012z

S
012 = TZF

S
abc(T

−1
Z )STS

Z zSabc = TZF
S
abcz

S
abc.

Theorem 1. A group of sites is vulnerable to undetectable
TSAs in the three-phase model if and only if it is vulnerable
to undetectable TSAs in the complete-sequence model.

Proof. Previous work from [30] showed that the analysis of

the system vulnerability to TSAs reduces to the vulnerability

analysis of every site and every pair of sites. We first show the

equivalence for single sites. Theorem 4 of [30] states that a

site measuring p ≥ 1 phasors with indices in Sk, such that no

measurement alone is critical and at least one measurement is

not equal to 0, is vulnerable to undetectale TSAs if and only if

p ≥ 2 and zSk is in the null space of FSk . Hence, a site, with

measurement indices in Sk, is vulnerable to TSAs in the three-

phase model if and only if FSk

abcz
Sk

abc = 0, hence TZF
Sk

abcz
Sk

abc =
0 and thus by Lemma 4, FSk

012z
Sk
012 = 0. Similarly, if the site

is vulnerable to TSAs in the complete-sequence model, then

FSk
012z

Sk
012 = 0, hence T−1

Z FSk
012z

Sk
012 = 0 and thus by lemma 4,

FSk

abcz
Sk

abc = 0.

We now show the equivalence for pairs of sites. Theorem 6

of [30] states that two sites measuring phasors with indices

in Si and Sk, respectively, such that |Si| + |Sk| = p, no

measurement is critical by itself, neither site is vulnerable to

TSAs by itself and at least one measurement in each site is not
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equal to zero, are vulnerable to TSAs if and only if FSizSi and

FSkzSk are colinear. Hence, a pair of sites, with measurement

indices in Si and Sk, is vulnerable to TSAs in the three-

phase model if and only if FSi

abcz
Si

abc and FSk

abcz
Sk

abc are colinear

⇐⇒ ∃l ∈ C
∗ such that FSi

abcz
Si

abc + lFSk

abcz
Sk

abc = 0. By

Lemma 4, this is equivalent to TZF
Si
012z

Si
012 + lTZF

Sk
012z

Sk
012 =

TZ(F
Si
012z

Si
012 + lFSk

012z
Sk
012) = 0. Because TZ is invertible, this

is equivalent to FSi
012z

Si
012 + lFSk

012z
Sk
012 = 0, i.e., FSi

012z
Si
012 and

FSk
012z

Sk
012 are colinear.

Theorem 2. If a group of sites is vulnerable to undetectable
TSAs in the three-phase or complete-sequence model, then
its direct-sequence representation is also vulnerable to unde-
tectable TSAs. The converse is not always true.

Proof. As for Theorem 1, we use the result from [30] which

states that the analysis of the system vulnerability to TSAs

reduces to the vulnerability analysis of every site and every

pair of sites. We first show the relation for single sites. Recall

that a site with measurement indices in Sk is vulnerable to

TSAs in a three-dimensional model if and only if FSk
012z

Sk
012 =

0. Hence, by definition, the direct-sequence residuals are

FSk
1 zSk

1 = DFSk
012z

Sk
012 = 0, where D is the matrix, defined

in Section II-A, that selects only the direct-sequence elements

from the complete-sequence model measurement vector.

Similarly, we show the relation for pairs of sites. Recall

that a pair of sites, with measurement indices in Si and

Sk, is vulnerable to TSAs if and only if FSi
012z

Si
012 and

FSk
012z

Sk
012 are colinear vectors, which is equivalent to stating

that there exists an l ∈ C
∗ such that FSi∪Sk

012

[
zSi
012

lzSk
012

]
= 0.

Then, FSi∪Sk
1

[
zSi
1

lzSk
1

]
= DFSi∪Sk

012

[
zSi
012

lzSk
012

]
= 0. Therefore, if

FSi
012z

Si
012 and FSk

012z
Sk
012 are colinear, then FSi

1 zSi
1 and FSk

1 zSk
1

are also colinear. Observe that D is not an invertible matrix,

thus the converse is not always true.

Theorem 2 shows that the set of vulnerabilities for the three-

phase model is a subset of those for the direct-sequence model.

In principle, the inclusion need not be strict, as shown by the

next result.

Theorem 3. For a balanced three-phase system, a group of
sites is vulnerable to undetectable TSAs in the three-phase
or complete-sequence model if and only if its direct-sequence
representation is vulnerable to undetectable TSAs.

Proof. Recall that by definition, when the system is balanced,

zb = α2za and zc = αza with α = e2jπ/3. Hence, when the

system is balanced, z0 = z2 = 0 and z1 = za. Also, when the

system is balanced, the verification matrix in the three-phase

model is of the form

Fabc =

⎡
⎢⎣
P11 · · · P1m

...
...

Pm1 · · · Pmm

⎤
⎥⎦ , where Pxy =

⎡
⎣axy bxy bxy
bxy axy bxy
bxy bxy axy

⎤
⎦ ,

with axy, bxy ∈ C ∀1 ≤ x, y ≤ m. After transformation using

TZ , we obtain that the verification matrix in the complete-

sequence model F012 is a block matrix with 3× 3 blocks

Qxy = diag(axy + 2bxy, axy − bxy, axy − bxy).

Therefore, if the system is balanced, then FSk
012z

Sk
012 = FSk

1 zSk
1

because the other values are equal to 0. Hence, FSk
012z

Sk
012 = 0

if and only if FSk
1 zSk

1 = 0, where Sk is the set of measurement

indices at bus k. Similarly for a pair of sites with measurement

indices in Si and Sk, we obtain ERR
[
FSi
012z

Si
012|FSk

012z
Sk
012

]
=

ERR
[
FSi
1 zSi

1 |FSk
1 zSk

1

]
. Hence, when the system is balanced,

FSi
012z

Si
012 and FSk

012z
Sk
012 are colinear if and only if FSi

1 zSi
1 and

FSk
1 zSk

1 are colinear. Recall that the analysis of the system

vulnerability to TSAs reduces to the vulnerability analysis of

every site and every pair of sites.

Theorem 3 implies that in a balanced three-phase system,

the three-phase and direct-sequence models are equally vulner-

able to TSAs. However, in an unbalanced three-phase system,

three-phase state estimation is less vulnerable to undetectable

TSAs than state estimation based on the direct-sequence

model. In other words, a site or a pair of sites whose direct-

sequence representation is vulnerable to TSAs may not be

vulnerable using a three-phase representation. Intuitively, if

the three-phase measurements are all taken into account, an

attack at a site shifts three times more phasors than in the

direct-sequence representation, making it harder to remain

undetected.

B. Approximate Vulnerability Analysis

A group of sites that is not vulnerable to undetectable

TSAs could potentially be vulnerable to attacks that only

slightly change the residuals. In what follows we analyze

the potential vulnerability of sites and pairs of sites to such

attacks. Unlike for undetectable TSAs for which Lemma 3

allowed us to focus on the LS verification matrix, due to

the change of the residuals we have to perform the potential

vulnerability analysis of three-phase state estimation using the

WLS verification matrix in rectangular coordinates.

For the purpose of measuring the distance to vulnerability

we rely on and extend vulnerability metrics introduced in [30]

for a single site and for a pair of sites. It is sufficient to

consider these two metrics as the analysis of the system

vulnerability to TSAs can be reduced to the vulnerability

analysis of every site and every pair of sites, as shown in [30].

Let us first recall the metrics for the direct-sequence model.

Definition 2. [30] The direct-sequence vulnerability metric
for

• a site k is defined as ‖RSk
1 zSk

1 ‖,
• a pair of sites (i, k) is defined as 1 −

ERR(
[
RSi

1 zSi
1 |RSk

1 zSk
1

]
),

where R1 ∈ C
2m×m and G�,1 ∈ R

2m×2m are given by

R1 =
1

2

[
G1

�,1 − jG2
�,1

G3
�,1 − jG4

�,1

]
and G�,1z�,1 =

[
G1

�,1 G2
�,1

G3
�,1 G4

�,1

](
Re(z1)
Im(z1)

)
,

and ERR is the effective rank ratio.

The effective rank ratio (ERR) of a matrix is the ratio of

the largest singular value in absolute value to the sum of all

singular values in absolute value. The closer the metrics are

to 0, the more vulnerable is the site or the pair of sites. If the

metric is equal to 0 then the site or the pair of sites is in fact

vulnerable to undetectable TSAs, while if the metric is close
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Fig. 1: PMU deployment on the IEEE 39-bus benchmark system.

to 0 then an attacker may be able to compute an attack that

could potentially remain undetected by the BDD algorithms.

For three-phase analysis we propose to adapt Definition 2 as

follows.

Definition 3. The three-dimensional vulnerability metric in
the three-phase model (resp. complete-sequence model) for

• a site k is defined as ‖RSk

abcz
Sk

abc‖ (resp. ‖RSk
012z

Sk
012‖),

• a pair of sites (i, k) is defined as
1− ERR(

[
RSi

abcz
Si

abc|RSk

abcz
Sk

abc

]
)

(resp. 1− ERR(
[
RSi

012z
Si
012|RSk

012z
Sk
012

]
)),

where Rabc ∈ C
6m×3m (resp. R012 ∈ C

6m×3m) is defined
from blocks of G�,abc (resp. G�,012).

Since the covariance matrix affects the structure of the WLS

verification matrix, it is not possible to establish an equivalence

result similar to that of Theorem 3 for the approximate

vulnerability metrics, not even if the system is balanced.

Nevertheless, in what follows we show that if the system is

balanced then WLS using the direct-sequence model is at least

as vulnerable as WLS using the complete-sequence model.

Theorem 4. For a balanced three-phase system,
• the direct-sequence vulnerability metric of a site k

is no more than its three-dimensional counterpart:
‖RSk

012z
Sk
012‖ ≥ ‖RSk

1 zSk
1 ‖,

• the direct-sequence vulnerability metric of a pair of sites i
and k is no more than its three-dimensional counterpart:

1−ERR([RSi
012z

Si
012|RSk

012z
Sk
012]) ≥ 1−ERR([RSi

1 zSi
1 |RSk

1 zSk
1 ]).

Proof. As previously, z0 = z2 = 0 if the system is bal-

anced, therefore, RSk
012z

Sk
012 is equal to the product of the

submatrix of RSk
012 consisting of only the direct-sequence

columns, with the direct-sequence measurement vector zSk
1 .

Hence, RSk
1 zSk

1 is a subvector of vector RSk
012z

Sk
012, i.e.,

RSk
012z

Sk
012 is equal to RSk

1 zSk
1 concatenated with more val-
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Fig. 2: Voltage phasors in a balanced system, phase representation and
symmetric components, obtained after load-flow calculation at a single time
instant

ues. As a result, ‖RSk
012z

Sk
012‖ ≥ ‖RSk

1 zSk
1 ‖. With a sim-

ilar reasoning, we obtain that matrix [RSi
012z

Si
012|RSk

012z
Sk
012]

corresponds to matrix [RSi
1 zSi

1 |RSk
1 zSk

1 ] with added rows,

thus rank([RSi
012z

Si
012|RSk

012z
Sk
012]) ≥ rank([RSi

1 zSi
1 |RSk

1 zSk
1 ]).

Observe that the ERR is equal to 1 if and only if the matrix

is of rank equal to 1 and decreases as the rank increases.

Therefore, we obtain that ERR([RSi
012z

Si
012|RSk

012z
Sk
012]) ≤

ERR([RSi
1 zSi

1 |RSk
1 zSk

1 ]).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We use simulations based on measurements from the Lau-

sanne power grid to illustrate our results, thus demonstrating

the superiority of the three-phase model in detecting TSAs.

A. Electrical Model

We perform the evaluation on the IEEE 39-bus benchmark

system. We consider a PMU allocation in which 21 PMUs are

deployed in the system, as shown in Figure 1. Among the 21

PMUs, 13 PMUs measure both voltage phasors and injected

current phasors at buses {7, 12, 16, 18, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, 37, 38, 39}, and 8 PMUs measure only injected current

phasors at buses {4, 15, 21, 23, 24, 26, 35, 36}. We assume

that the PMUs are able to measure the three phases of several

phasors simultaneously. Moreover, we consider that the set

of buses {1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 22} are zero-

injection buses. We mentioned previously that groups of buses

that share the same time clock are called sites. Throughout our

simulations, we consider that the time reference of every bus

can be compromised individually, i.e., sites consist of single

buses.

We obtained active and reactive three-phase power mea-

surements measured by 15 PMUs installed in the 125 kV

grid of the city of Lausanne, recorded in 2016. Some of the

PMUs monitor 1 power line and others monitor 2 power lines,

resulting in a total of 22 available measurement points. We
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according to the complete-sequence and three-phase models.

assigned one set of three-phase PMU measurements to each

of the 19 loads of the IEEE 39-bus benchmark. After running

the load flow, we obtained three-phase voltage phasors for

each bus. These voltages are considered as state values. We

then created the measurements by adding noise in their phase

and magnitude according to the level of noise of 0.1-class

PMUs. We consider that the frequency with which we obtain

measurements is 50Hz. All presented attacks are computed

using the output constrained PI-controller clock servo aware

(OCPI) attack strategy presented in [29]. This attack strategy

takes into account the presence of a clock servo in each PMU,

used for controlling the clock adjustment rate. The attack

strategy targets a minimum of three buses simultaneously,

since an attack targeting less than three non-critical buses

is always detectable [29]. Attacks targeting more than three

buses have been shown to be successful in [29], but in this

paper we present TSAs targeting a triplet of buses for the

sake of simplicity. The BDD algorithm used to illustrate

the detectability of an attack is the LNR test on the WLS

residuals [26; 28; 29].

B. Practically Balanced Measurements and Increasing Unbal-
ances

In the real data obtained from the Lausanne grid, we found

some periods of time in which the three phases of the loads

are very close to being balanced. Figure 2 shows the phase

and magnitude of the state voltage values at each bus at one

time-instant. We observe that the phases are almost the same

shifted by −2π
3 and 2π

3 and that the magnitudes are almost

the same centered around 1. We also observe that the neutral-

sequence and inverse-sequence components are very close to

0 in magnitude.

We simulated an attack on the direct-sequence measure-

ments of the triplet of buses {23,35,36}, with the goal of

minimizing the estimated power-flow on the line between

buses 21 and 22, during a time interval of 100s (i.e. 5000
measurements) during which the system is practically bal-

anced. We chose to attack this triplet because, as shown in

Figure 3c, its direct-sequence vulnerability metric is equal

to 0, which means that it is vulnerable to TSAs. We then

applied the same attack on the three-phase measurements.

Figure 3a shows the non-negligible effect of the attack on

the magnitude of the estimated power-flow, with respect to

the direct-sequence (left) and the three-phase measurements

(right). The LNR values for the direct-sequence (left) and the

three-phase (right) measurements are shown in the first row

of Figure 3b. Notice that in both cases, the attacked and non-

attacked LNR values are indistinguishable. In other words,

the attack is undetectable whether the BDD algorithms take

as input the direct-sequence measurements or the three-phase

measurements. The first column of Figure 3c shows that the

vulnerability metric computed for the triplet of buses with the

direct-sequence measurements is equal to 0 during the entire

simulation and is around 0.75e− 3 in the three-phase model.

In both cases the metric is very low, showing that TSAs can

be performed undetectably. Note that in Section III-B, the

vulnerability metric was introduced for pairs of sites but in

the simulations, we chose to target three sites simultaneously.
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The metric computed is the same metric generalized to three

sites: 1 − ERR(
[
RS23zS23 |RS35zS35 |RS36zS36

]
). The closer

the latter is to 0, the more vulnerable the triplet of buses is.

We investigate the level of unbalance required to create a

discrepancy in the detectability of attacks applied to the direct-

sequence and the three-phase measurements, by introducing

unbalance in the power-flow measurements from the Lausanne

grid. Generally, unbalances can have various sources, includ-

ing different amounts and types (inductive and capacitive) of

loads, and line parameters. For clarity, we chose to use one

source of unbalance: we gradually increased the magnitude

of the loads on one phase by 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and

30%. For each considered level of unbalance we computed

an undetectable attack in the direct-sequence model, which we

then applied to the three-phase model. Figure 3b shows that the

LNR values of the attacked and non-attacked direct-sequence

measurements are always indistinguishable, which means that

the attack on the direct sequence remains undetected as the

unbalance increases. In contrast, Figure 3b shows that between

the 10% and 30% magnitude increase, the LNR values of

the attacked and non-attacked three-phase measurements are

increasingly distinguishable. Hence, the attack on the three-

phase measurements is becoming easier to detect. As expected,

Figure 3c shows that the vulnerability metric remains un-

changed for the direct-sequence measurements and gradually

increases for the three-phase measurements. Depending on

the LNR detectability threshold that we want to set, we

can find the corresponding vulnerability metric threshold. For

example, it is reasonable to say that an attack with the LNR

values obtained with the 20% or 25% magnitude increase,

can be easily detected. Therefore, a reasonable choice for the

triplet-vulnerability threshold would be 1.5e− 3, as shown in

Figure 3c.

C. Unbalanced Measurements

Next, we focus on actual unbalanced measured data from

the Lausanne grid. Figure 4 shows the phase and magnitude

of the voltage phasors at each bus at one time instant. We

observe that both the angles and the magnitudes are quite

different across phases, and that the latter is not always close

to 1. We also observe, as a sign of unbalance, that the neutral-

sequence and inverse-sequence components are distinguishable

from 0. We used this real dataset to compute TSAs targeting

the same triplet of buses as previously {23,35,36} with the

same objective of reducing the estimated power-flow on the

line between buses 21 and 22.

Figure 5a shows the non-negligible effect of the attack

on the magnitude of the estimated power flow on the line

between buses 21 and 22. The attacked and non-attacked LNR

values presented in Figure 5b are indistinguishable for the

direct-sequence measurements (left), whereas they are clearly

distinguishable for the three-phase measurements (right). As

expected, Figure 5c shows that the vulnerability metric com-

puted for the direct-sequence measurements is always very

low, close to 0, and that the vulnerability metric computed

for the three-phase measurements is always above the triplet-

vulnerability threshold 1.5e− 3, which we empirically estab-

lished in Section IV-B. Therefore, the use of the three-phase
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measurements as input to the BDD algorithms enables the

detection of the attack, which is not the case if we use only

the direct-sequence measurements.

D. Undetectable Attack on Three-Phase Measurements

In this section we consider an attacker that mounts its attack

on the three-phase unbalanced measurements instead of on the

direct-sequence measurements only. We show that even though

employing a three-phase state estimator significantly reduces

the vulnerability of power-system state estimation to TSAs,

undetectable TSAs may be possible despite using a three-

phase state estimator. The measurements used in this section

are the unbalanced measurements used in Section IV-C. For

the PMU deployment shown in Figure 1 we found that the

triplet of buses {26, 28, 38} has a low three-phase vulnerability

metric value, as shown in Figure 6a. We observe that both

the direct-sequence and the three-phase metrics are below the

triplet-vulnerability threshold, and hence we expect that we

can perform an undetectable attack against this triplet.

Figure 6b shows the results of the LNR test on the attacked

and non-attacked three-phase measurements. We observe that

the LNR values obtained with and without the attack are

indistinguishable. Notably, Figure 6c shows that the TSA

results in a very large (one order of magnitude) overestimation

of the apparent power flow on the transmission line between

buses 26 and 28. This scenario shows that even though a

three-phase state estimator is harder to attack, it might still

be vulnerable to undetectable TSAs.

E. Vulnerability Analysis of Different PMU Deployments

The previous results demonstrate the potential of a three-

phase state estimator in detecting TSAs against the IEEE 39-

bus system for the PMU deployment shown in Figure 1. We

now extend our analysis to other PMU deployments.

Random PMU deployment on the IEEE 39-bus system:
to assess the impact of the number of PMUs on the vulnera-

bility to TSAs, we considered random PMU deployments with

a total of M phasor measurements, consisting of Mv voltage

phasor measurements and Mi current-injection phasor mea-

surements. We did not deploy PMUs on zero-injection buses

(12 buses), only on the bm = 27 measurable buses. We choose

Mv ∼ U(M − bv, bv) and Mi = M − Mv , where U is the

discrete uniform distribution. We considered deployments that

ensure grid observability, and have no critical measurement.

For each deployment we compute the vulnerability metric for

all pairs of PMUs, both for the direct-sequence model and for

the three-phase model. Figure 7 shows the average number

of vulnerable PMU pairs as a function of the number of

measurements M in the system, along with 95% confidence

intervals. Each point on the curves is the average over 1000

deployments of M phasor measurements. A PMU pair was

considered vulnerable if the computed vulnerability metric

(either for the direct sequence or the three-phase model) was

below 10−5. This value was chosen instead of 0, in order

to account for computation approximations. The figure shows

that the number of vulnerable pairs is significantly higher

Fig. 7: Comparison between the vulnerability of various PMU deployments
in the direct-sequence model and the three-phase model.
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Fig. 8: Metric values for all pairs of buses of the 7-bus grid of the city of
Lausanne. See [33] for further details. 6 pairs have a metric very close to
0 in the direct-sequence model and all metric values are far from 0 in the
three-phase model.

in the direct-sequence model than in the three-phase model,

but vulnerable pairs of measurements exist in the three-phase

model too. These results confirm our observations made for

the deployment shown in Figure 1.

All PMUs measure voltages and branch currents
on the IEEE 39-bus system: we also considered a sce-

nario where every PMU can measure the bus voltage as

well as the bus incident branch currents. Given this con-

straint, we found that the PMU allocation with the small-

est number of PMUs such that the IEEE 39-bus sys-

tem is observable contains 16 PMUs, placed at buses

{3, 8, 12, 15, 20, 21, 23, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39}. With

this allocation, we found that 24 pairs of buses are vulnerable

to TSAs in the direct-sequence model, while there is no vulner-

able pair of buses in the three-phase model. A PMU pair was

considered vulnerable if the computed vulnerability metric was

below 10−5. The vulnerable pairs are: (4, 23), (4, 27), (7, 23),

(7, 27), (16, 23), (16, 27), (18, 23), (18, 27), (23, 24), (23, 25),

(23, 26), (23, 28), (23, 29), (23, 34), (23, 36), (23, 38), (24, 27),

(25, 27), (26, 27), (27, 28), (27, 29), (27, 34), (27, 36), (27, 38).

Analysis on the 7-bus grid of the city of Lausanne: we

tested our method on the real 7-bus grid of Lausanne, where

all PMUs measure the bus voltage and the branch currents of

all connected lines. A description of the grid can be found

in [33]. This grid has an untransposed line, thus the sources

of unbalance are both coming from the loads and from the line

parameters. We had access to the following data: measurement

values, admittance matrix and the noise covariance matrix. We

computed our metric for all pairs of buses, and we show the

results at a particular time instant in Figure 8. We observe that

6 pairs of buses have dangerously small metric values below

0.001 in the direct-sequence model. In contrast, we observe

that all pairs of buses have high metric values above 0.32
in the three-phase model, which means that the 6 vulnerable

pairs in the direct-sequence model are not vulnerable in the

three-phase model.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we analyzed the benefits of using a three-phase

state estimator as a tool for detecting TSAs. We showed that

in a balanced three-phase system the vulnerability conditions

of the three-phase and the direct-sequence state estimators are

equivalent. In contrast, we proved that in an unbalanced system

the vulnerability of direct-sequence state estimation does not
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imply the vulnerability of three-phase state estimation, which

shows that three-phase state estimators can be used for detect-

ing a larger set of TSAs than traditional direct-sequence state

estimators. Our simulations performed with real load profiles

on an IEEE test system confirmed these results and showed

that as the unbalance grows, undetectable TSAs on the direct-

sequence measurements may become detectable if three-phase

state estimation is used. Results obtained on the 7-bus grid of

Lausanne also confirm these observations. Although the use

of a three-phase state estimator enables to detect more TSAs,

our simulations also showed that it is not always sufficient for

completely securing the grid. A promising extension of our

work would be to consider a non-linear system model that

includes SCADA measurements for hybrid state estimation,

but we leave this to be a topic of future work.
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